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Chapter overview

◦ Organisms that grow and survive in uncertain environments may need to change their physiological
state as the environment changes.

◦ When the environment is uncertain, one strategy known as bet-hedging is to make these changes
randomly and independently of the environment, to ensure that at least part of the population is well
adapted.

◦ Organisms that collect information from their environment may also use this information to modulate
their changes of physiological states.

◦ We review these different strategies and point out parallels with the theory of optimal financial
investments.

13.1. Introduction
To a large extent, the content of this textbook prior to the current chapter has dealt with models of microor-
ganisms under the implicit assumption that the dynamics of both environmental factors and intracellular
components are deterministic, and that behavior is optimized uniformly across cells in a population. On
longer time scales however, natural selection also acts on populations and these populations may encounter
environments that fluctuate across both time and space. Under these conditions, natural selection may not
favor a homogeneous deterministic cellular response across the population, but rather select for a certain
level of population diversity and heterogeneity, including behaviors arising from mechanisms that are funda-
mentally stochastic. Stochasticity is inherent to intracellular processes such as gene expression and signal
transduction due to the small number of molecules that they involve. It is often referred to as “noise”, but
this terminology can be misleading because may also fulfill an essential role in cellular function and survival,
for example during growth in uncertain environmental conditions. The purpose of this chapter is to high-
light this role, introduce the mathematical models necessary for understanding it, and draw a new economic
analogy with problems of investment in finance.

Before expanding upon the role that uncertainty plays in shaping cellular behavior, we briefly point out some
general limitations of deterministic models based on optimal regulation of behavior in time as described
in Chapter 10 in [1]. In that chapter, it was assumed that microorganisms have evolved, under selective
pressures exerted by the environment, to optimize a specific objective criterion or combination of objective
criteria that were shared by all cells of a population. This assumption was then incorporated into an optimal
control framework to explain how cellular behavior (e.g., enzyme expression) is optimally regulated in time
depending on deterministic interactions between a microbial population and its environment. In particular,
we consider optimal control strategies across a prescribed time window. Defining in such case assumes
the organism has perfect information on how the environment will change (including in response to actions
taken) over time. In an uncertain environment, this information is simply not available. An alternative is
instantaneous optimization of growth rate at each time point but this is a shortsighted strategy that excludes
any partial information on future environmental states that the organism may have acquired over the course of
evolution. Such deterministic models may be suitable for deterministically changing environments, but cannot
account for stochastic behaviors that may be advantageous to population growth in uncertain environments.

In this chapter, it will be shown how principles of optimality can be formulated to study the behavior
of organisms growing under uncertainty. Unlike the deterministic setting however, optimality will instead
need to be defined in terms of probabilities and expected returns. Analogous to the general unification
of deterministic models for cellular behavior using an optimal control theory framework, models including
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uncertainty are unified by the subject of stochastic optimal control. Beyond biology, this subject has wide-
reaching applications to engineering but the most relevant analogy is with finance where stochastic strategies
of portfolios diversification mirror stochastic strategies of cellular diversification. This will add a new economic
analogy to the economic analogies of previous chapters.

13.2. Strategies to cope with uncertainty: a financial analogy
We will use the topic of as a recurring example throughout this chapter (Figure 13.1). When a clonal
population of bacteria is exposed to an antibiotic, not all cells within the population are killed – a small
sub-population, although genetically identical to the rest, may nevertheless be in a distinct phenotypic state
that is growth-dormant and resistant to treatment (Figure 13.1A). While the peers of this dormant sub-
population previously grew well in the absence of antibiotic, upon exposure to treatment these growing cells
are killed, and only the dormant cells (the persisters) remain alive. In turn, when the remaining persisters
are transferred to an environment without antibiotic a large fraction is able to revert to the growing state,
allowing the population as a whole to survive. Remarkably, in this subsequent phase of growth roughly the
same small fraction of persisters is retained as before the treatment. Deterministic models based on short-
term optimal growth cannot explain how part of a population adopts a slow-growing state: they would predict
that each cell should adopt the growing phenotype in absence of antibiotics. Cells could have a mechanism to
detect the presence of unfavorable environmental conditions and adopt the persister phenotype as a response,
but there are several experimental observations not explained by such a mechanism [2]: (1) a fraction of
persisters exists prior to antibiotic treatment; and (2) not all cells, although genetically identical, adopt the
persister phenotype. We will see that a more parsimonious description of persistence involves an optimization
of long-term rather than short-term growth, which differs when environmental conditions fluctuate.

Bacterial persistence is an example of , which more generally refers to the benefit of spreading resources
across multiple behavioral phenotypes to reduce the associated with investing all resources into any single
phenotype. Returning to the example of bacterial persistence, a natural question one may ask is: what
determines the precise fraction of persister cells (risk-avoiding, potentially low-reward phenotype) compared
to growing cells (risky, potentially high-reward phenotype) within a given population? This question echoes
a central question in financial investment: how should investors diversify their portfolio to maximize their
capital in the context of uncertain returns? We will see that some of the same mathematical arguments of
optimality under uncertainty can be used to analyze these two problems, showing how the optimal fraction
of persisters is expected to depend critically on the probability to experience different environmental states.
The terms of the analogy are presented in Table 13.1.

A pure bet-hedging strategy assumes the absence of any direct information on the current environmental
state. Biologically, cells may sense signals or cues that encode varying degrees of information on their current
environment. For instance, in some populations, a larger proportion of persisters is found in nutrient-poor
environments compared to nutrient-rich, implying a direct relationship between shifts in environment and
switches between phenotypes. These sensing or signaling mechanisms can come with associated costs
however, imparted by the investment of cellular resources in, for example, the gene expression machinery.
Thus, optimal cellular behavior in the face of uncertainty may be expected to involve a trade-off between
stochastic (e.g., bet-hedging) and deterministic (e.g., signaling) mechanisms that balance benefit to cost
in a manner that depends on evolutionary context. Other trade-offs may also exist regarding reward versus
risk associated with a particular cellular strategy. Analogously, financial investors face trade-offs when using
incomplete information on the current state of the market and developing an investment strategy based on
the level of risk they are willing to incur.
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Figure 13.1: Bacterial persistence as an example of a cellular strategy to cope with uncertainty in environ-
mental conditions. A) Cells in a genetically identical population can display one of two distinct phenotypes
that are associated with growth (pink cells) or dormancy (blue cells) in the absence of antibiotics. Only the
dormant cells survive (persist) when exposed to antibiotics, and can transition back to the growth pheno-
type so that the population as a whole resumes growth in the absence of antibiotic. B) In this simplified
model of bacterial persistence, the strategy u over two responses (phenotypes) Rgrowth, Rdormant depends
on environmental states Elow and Ehigh, corresponding to low and high levels of the antibiotic, respectively.
The occurrence of the states Elow and Ehigh is governed by probabilities p(Elow) and p(Ehigh), respectively.
C) The multiplicative rates f(R|E) associated with phenotypes Rgrowth, Rdormant depend on environmental
conditions, so that f(R|E) can be represented in matrix form. The resulting optimal strategy ud correspond-
ing to the fraction of dormant cells in the population in turn depends on the probabilities of the environmental
state E. An analogy with Kelly betting is illustrated on the right-hand side, where the probabilities of a
horse winning a race, the odds provided by a bookmaker and the optimal betting strategy are identified with
p(E), f(R|E) and u(R|E), respectively, as displayed in Table 13.1.

13.3. Modeling cells growing in uncertain environments
We begin with a simple model of persistence before introducing a more general framework. This simple
model assumes that bacterial cells experience an alternation of low and high antibiotics environments and
can adopt two physiological states, growing or dormant (Fig. 13.1). The dormant cells are unable to replicate
but persist in either high- or low-antibiotics environments while growing cells always divide when antibiotics
are low in concentration but die when they are high. Mathematically, this is described by f(R, E), the
number of descendants of a cell with phenotype R in environment E: f(R = dormant, E = low) = f(R =
dormant, E = high) = 1, while f(R = growing, E = low) = 2 and f(R = growth, E = high) = 0.
In absence of sensing mechanism, we consider that the fraction of dormant cells, ud ≡ u(R = dormant),
is a fixed quantity that only possibly evolves on very long time scales. The population thus grows by a
global factor Ahigh = f(R = dormant, E = low)ud if the environment is high antibiotics and by a factor
Alow = f(R = dormant, E = low)ud + 2f(R = growing, E = low)(1 − ud) if it is low antibiotics. Finally,
the environment fluctuates randomly, with a probability pa to have high antibiotics and a probability 1−pa to
have low antibiotics. Over a large number T of generations, a population therefore experiences in average paT
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Biology Gambling Finance
Individual Capital unit Currency unit
Environment p(E) Race results p(x) Market state
– Gambler Investor
Phenotype decisions u(R) Bets b(x) Investment strategy
Multiplicative rate f(R, E) Odds o(x) Immediate return
Environmental cue P (S|E) Side information P (y|x) Side information
Population growth rate Λ Long-term return W Long-term return
Extinction probability Probability of bankruptcy Probability of bankruptcy
Growth rate variance σ2 Growth rate variance σ2

W Volatility
Population size Nt Capital Ct Capital

Table 13.1: Analogy between bet-hedging in biological populations and diversification strategies in Kelly’s
gambling and finance. The common problem in each case is an uncertain environment that makes it impossible
to anticipate which phenotype or investment is optimal for future growth. In finance, the “population” is
constituted by the capital which is distributed across different options (different horses of a race or different
stocks of a stock market). The main limitation of the analogy is that information is not processed centrally
in biological populations but at the level of each individual, with therefore no equivalent to a gambler or
investor. The notations are introduced in the main text for the biological problem and in Box 2 for the
gambling problem.

periods of high antibiotics and (1−pa)T periods of low antibiotics. As further explained below, the population
size NT after T generation is hence expected to globally grow as Nt = (Ahigh)paT (Alow)(1−pa)T N0. This
corresponds to an exponential growth (or decay) of the form NT = eΛT N0 with a long-term growth rate Λ
given by Λ = pa ln ud + (1 − pa) ln(ud + 2(1 − ud)).

Two bacterial populations which have different “strategies” ud will then have different growth rates Λ(ud).
The optimal strategy which maximizes Λ(ud) is therefore when the probability ud to adopt the dormant state
is

ud =

2pa, if 0 < pa ≤ 1/2.

1, if 1/2 < pa ≤ 1.

The interesting case is when pa < 1/2, otherwise antibiotics is so often high that the population cannot
grow. In this case, we find that a limited fraction of the population should be in the dormant state and that
this optimal fraction depends on the frequency pa at which high antibiotics occurs.

This example can be extended to an arbitrary number of environmental states E and phenotypic (response)
states R and to the presence of cues collected from the environment. In general, the states and cues may
take discrete (as in the above example) or continuous values. The “strategy” of a cell may then be described
by its probability u(R) to adopt a particular phenotype R. This strategy depends on the environment if some
signal S is perceived, in which case the strategy takes the form of a conditional probability u(R|S) satisfying∑

R

u(R|S) = 1, with u(R|S) ≥ 0

for each possible signal S. For the example of bacterial persistence, u(R = dormant|S) may be the fraction of
cells adopting a dormant phenotype within the population of cells with intracellular antibiotics concentration
S. The fraction of growing cells would then be given by u(R = growing|S) = 1 − u(R = dormant|S). By
comparison, Figure 13.1B illustrates a model where u(R|E) depends directly on the environmental state E.
In finance, u(R|S) would correspond to the fraction of the capital that an investor allocates to asset R when
receiving incomplete information S on the current market state E. More generally, we may also consider that
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the probability to adopt a phenotype Rt at time t depends on the phenotype Rt−1 adopted at time t − 1
by the cell or its parent, which would be described by u(Rt|S, Rt−1) or u(Rt|St, Rt−1) to indicate that the
signal St is obtained at time t.

The model also needs to specify the temporal dynamics of the environment and the relation between S

and E. The simplest assumption is that successive environmental states are uncorrelated, and occur with
probability p(E) and that signals are derived from a conditional probability p(S|E), as illustrated in Figure
13.1B where p(S|E) = δ(S|E) is equivalent to S ≡ E. This is sufficient to demonstrate bet-hedging or
discuss the value of signaling and in the examples below we therefore make this simplifying assumption
by default. More generally, to address issues of inheritance where Rt depend on Rt−1, we may assume a
discrete-time Markov process where the state of the next environment depends only of the previous one, with
transition probabilities p(Et|Et−1) where Et denotes the state of the environment at time t = 1, 2 . . . . Even
more generally, we may also want to account for the feedback that the population exerts onto its environment
and consider that Et depends on the size and composition of the population.

Finally, we need to specify the dynamics of the population itself. Between time points t and t + 1, a cell
adopting phenotype R in the context of environment Et either dies or survives and may additionally produce
offsprings. This is summarized by a quantity f(R, Et) ≥ 0 that indicates the mean number of descendants
at time t + 1 of an individual with phenotype R in environment Et (possibly including the individual itself).
Given that u(R|St) denotes the fraction of cells or probability of the organism adopting phenotype R based
on sensed state St, a population is therefore expected to globally increase (or decrease) in size by a factor

At =
∑

R

f(R, Et)u(R|St) (13.1)

that depends both on the strategy u and the current environmental state Et. This factor At is a stochastic
variable as it depends on the stochastic variables Et and St. More explicitly, if Nt denotes the size of the
population at time t, this size will increase or decrease to Nt+1 = AtNt at time t + 1 (in average). We
can in this way account for the dynamics of population growth and then ask what is an “optimal” strategy
u(R|S) that leads to, for example, the largest population size over a given time interval. Compared to the
deterministic setting, however, this is not yet a well-formulated problem as the population size varies with
time and therefore generally depends on the particular sequence of environments E0, . . . , Et, which is in turn
stochastic. Thus, we need to extend the concept of optimality to the stochastic regime. We examine this
question in the next section.

13.4. Optimization in uncertain environments
In the previous section, we used notation At to denote the fractional increase or decrease in population
size given that strategy u(R|St) is adopted in environment Et. An alternate name for this quantity is the
instantaneous growth rate. It follows from recursion that, given an initial population size of N0 at time t = 0,
the population size at time t is given by

Nt = AtAt−1 · · · A1N0 (13.2)

where At depends on the environmental state Et and is therefore a stochastic variable when the environment
varies stochastically. Here the choice of an objective criterion is fundamentally linked to the time scale at
which growth is considered.
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Mathematical details 13.A : Arithmetic versus geometric mean and logarithmic utility functions

Additive random processes are governed by the law of large numbers: the sum of many random variables scales
with their arithmetic mean. In finance and biology, returns are compounded and growth is a multiplicative
process. This is fundamentally different: the typical outcome is no longer described by the arithmetic mean but
by the geometric mean [3]. A simple example illustrates this difference. Imagine a succession of environments
in which the population either doubles or is reduced by 2/3, with same probability. This corresponds formally to
a population size increasing as Nt = At . . . A1N0 where At = 2 (doubling) with probability 1/2 and At = 1/3
(2/3 dying rate) with probability 1/2. The arithmetic mean is 7/6 which is > 1 and suggests that the population
will grow. But as each outcome has the same probability, the typical growth over t generation is actually given
by 2t/2(1/3)t/2 = etΛ with Λ = (1/2) ln(2/3) which is < 0: the population will in fact most likely go extinct.
Mathematically, taking the log turns the product into a sum to which the central limit theorem applies. More
intuitively, the arithmetic mean is dominated by very rare events. Historically, the importance of the geometric
mean for estimating risk was first understood by Daniel Bernoulli in the context of games [4, 5]. Later, it has
been the subject of many debates in finance [4], reflecting the fact that alternative utility functions over which
to optimize may be more appropriate when considering a short temporal horizon or when accounting for different
degrees of risks.

13.4.1. Long-term versus short-term optimization

At the shortest time scale, maximization of population growth over a single time step corresponds to adopting
the distribution u(R|St) that maximizes the arithmetic mean E[A], where A denotes the random variable
whose realization at time t is At (Box 1). This maximum is typically achieved by a population where
all individuals adopt the same optimal phenotype – the phenotype R maximizing E[f(R, Et)u(R|St)] =∑

E,S P (S|E)P (E)f(R, E)u(R|S). In the example of persistent cells, this strategy would correspond to
having all cells in a growing state if the most likely environment is an absence of antibiotics. This strategy
is extremely risky if these growing cells cannot survive an episode of antibiotics, which would therefore
lead to extinction of the population. Taking into account the rare but important events of high antibiotics
concentration requires taking a long-term perspective. Remarkably, in the long-term the problem becomes
effectively deterministic due to the law of large numbers. The best known example of a law of large number
applies to the sum A1 + · · · + At of t random variables Ai, which almost certainly behaves as tE[A] as
t → ∞. Here, the problem involves a product of random variables and a similar but different law of large
number applies: the product A1 ×· · ·× At does not typically behave as (E[A])t but instead as exp(tE[ln A])
where E[ln A] is known as the (Box 1). This corresponds to the intuition that population size typically grows
exponentially in the long run, Nt ∼ eΛtN0, with a well-defined long-term growth rate

Λ = E[ln A] =
∑
E,S

p(S|E)p(E) ln
(∑

R

f(R, E)u(R|S)
)

, (13.3)

that is predictable despite the stochasticity of the environment.

Biologically, therefore, maximizing the geometric mean is equivalent to maximizing the long-term growth
rate of the population. This is the relevant measure of fitness in the long-term from an evolutionary point of
view, because of two populations with growth rates Λ1 and Λ2, the one with Λ1 > Λ2 will almost certainly
exponentially outnumber the other.

The simple example of persistence that we introduced previously illustrates well how maximizing the long-term
is different from optimizing the instantaneous growth rate. The arithmetic mean E[A] is indeed maximized
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Figure 13.2: Evolution of the log-capital (left plot) or of the capital itself (right plot) as a function of the
number of races for Kelly’s optimal strategies (red curve) and for a non-optimal strategy (yellow curve). On
left plot, the straight lines have the slope of the corresponding growth rate for each strategy. Note that the
fluctuations in Kelly’s strategy can in fact be quite large, when plotted in normal scale instead of log-scale.

by ud = 0 when pa < 1/2, which leads to certain extinction unless pa = 0. This remains true for general
models including multiple environmental states and sensing that conveys information about the environment
through conditional probability p(S|E). Using the long-term growth rate Λ as a measure of fitness, it is then
possible to quantify the value of information S by comparing the optimal growth rate that can be achieved
in presence of S to that in its absence. Remarkably, for special limits of the model, corresponding to Kelly’s
horse-race model (Box 2), this value is given by some of the same quantities that appear in Shannon’s theory
of communication (Box 3).

13.4.2. Trade-offs at intermediate time scales

So far we considered two extreme limits of immediate and infinite time scales under one important assumption:
the population is always large enough to escape extinction. Eq. (13.2) is indeed valid only for large Nt and
does not apply anymore when Nt ∼ 1, in which case the population size is subject to stochastic effects,
called demographic noise in population biology. In our analogy with finance, the eventuality of Nt = 0 with
no possible recovery corresponds to a risk of bankruptcy.

When considering long time scales, a population with Λ > 0 will either become extinct or grow exponentially.
In this later case, demographic noise is eventually negligible and our approach valid. At intermediate time
scales, however, population sizes Nt may deviate substantially from N0eΛt predicted by exponential growth,
and may become extinct (Nt = 0) as a result. To quantify these deviations, note that for the model defined in
the main text where there are no correlations of the instantaneous growth rate At, the central limit theorem
imposes that the quantity

∆t = 1
σ

√
t

(
log Nt

N0
− tΛ

)
, (13.8)

converges on long times towards a Gaussian distribution of unit variance, where σ is the standard deviation
of the instantaneous growth rate. It follows from this property that

σ2 = 1
t
Var

(
log Nt

N0

)
, (13.9)

measures the deviation from exponential growth. This quantity is therefore a natural measure of risk, known
in finance under the name of volatility. To understand at which time scale this risk is important, we consider
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Mathematical details 13.B : Kelly’s model

In 1956, [6] extended the work of on communication to the field of . This classic model has important implications
for investment strategies in and beyond. In the context of biology, Kelly’s paper led to a clarification of the
notion of value of information which is described in Box 3.
Let us recall the basic elements of Kelly’s horse race. The odds paid by the bookmaker when the horse x wins
is o(x), and the probability for this to happen is p(x). A gambler can distribute his/her bets on the different
horses, and b(x) is the fraction of the bet set on horse x. Thus, a strategy of the gambler is defined by a vector
of bets b of M components b(x). At every race, the gambler invests his/her entire capital on all horses, so that∑M

x=1 b(x) = 1, always betting a non-zero amount on all horses. Since no bet is zero, there is a well-defined
vector of the inverse of the odds paid by the bookmaker denoted r. When the odds are fair, the bookmaker
does not keep any of the invested capital and as a result

∑M

x=1 r(x) = 1.
At each time t, one horse, which we call x, wins with probability p(x). As a result, the capital at time t + 1
is updated according to Ct+1 = bx

rx
Ct. As explained previously, this multiplicative process is best studied by

considering instead the log of the capital, log-cap(t) ≡ log Ct, which satisfies the assumptions of the law of
large numbers when races are independent. In these conditions, log-cap(t) ≡ log Ct converges on long times
towards the growth rate W (b, p) where

W (b, p) =
∑

x

p(x) log o(x)b(x). (13.4)

This growth rate can be rewritten using an information theoretic measure between two probability distributions,
p and q, called the Kullback-Leibler divergence and defined by

DKL(p, q) =
∑

x

p(x) log p(x)
q(x) . (13.5)

One can show that this quantity is a non-negative measure between the two probability distributions. With this
notation, the growth rate can be rewritten as

W (b, p) = DKL (p‖r) − DKL (p‖b) , (13.6)

It follows from this equation that the strategy b∗ = p is optimal. This strategy, known as Kelly’s strategy or
proportional betting, overtakes any other strategy in the long-term as illustrated in Fig. 13.2.
This formulation shows that the growth rate is the difference between the distance of the bookies estimate from
the true distribution and the distance of the gamblers estimate from the true distribution. Hence, the gambler
makes money if they have a better knowledge of the winning probabilities than the bookie. The optimal long
term growth rate is the positive quantity :

W ∗(b, p) = DKL (b‖r) . (13.7)

Kelly’s horse race model is formally a particular case of the model introduced in the main text when considering
that one, and only one phenotype R = R(E) can grow in any given environment E, such that f(R, E) = f(E) if
R = R(E) and 0 otherwise. Horses x may then be interpreted as both the environments E and their associated
phenotypes R(E) so that u(R) = b(x) and f(E) = o(x). In biology, but also in finance where R is interpreted
as an asset, there is generally no one-to-one correspondence between environments E and phenotypes R and
multiple phenotypes (assets) may grow (have non-zero return) in any given environment. The optimal strategy
is then no longer necessarily proportional betting as illustrated in the example of persistence presented in the
main text and as also shown in Ref. [7].
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Mathematical details 13.C : The value and cost of information for growing populations

To see how uncertainty may be quantified by Shannon , first consider a model where f(R, E) is non-zero only
for one phenotype R best adapted to each particular environment E(R). As seen in Box 2, the optimal strategy
in the long-term is proportional betting, u(R(E)) = p(E). To quantify the cost of uncertainty, it must be
compared to a situation where full information is available, in which case all the cells can systematically adopt
the optimal phenotype, leading to an ideal growth rate Λ∗∗ =

∑
E

p(E) ln f(R(E)). The cost of uncertainty
is Λ∗∗ − Λ∗ = −

∑
p(E) ln p(E), which is nothing but the Shannon entropy of the environment H(E). This

has a simple interpretation: the more unpredictable the environment, the larger its entropy and the lower the
maximal growth rate of the population.
The reasoning can be extended to the presence of partial , modeled by p(S|E). The case of perfect information
is indeed the limit case where S = E. The optimal strategy with partial information is a generalization of
proportional betting that takes into account S and the difference of growth rate is now given by the mutual
information I(S, E) (Problem 13.1). The mutual information is minimal when the signal S is uncorrelated to E,
in which case I(S, E) = 0, and maximal in presence of perfect information, in which case I(S, E) = H(E) [8].
These results were first derived by Kelly [6]. They have been generalized to more general forms of f(R, E) as
well as to more general environmental processes in the context of financial investment in which case the cost of
uncertainty and value of information are no longer equal but bounded by information theoretic quantities [8, 9].
This is illustrated in Problem 13.2 with an extension of the model of persistence presented in the main text.
Information is generally costly as it implies producing and operating an accurate sensor, which may come at
the expense of growth rate. Taking into account this cost introduces a trade-off between the cost and value
of information that may justify an imperfect sensor, or even explain an absence of sensor (Problem 13.1). This
trade-off has for instance been invoked to explains that bacteria subject to infrequent periods of antibiotics
evolved to stochastically switch their phenotype rather than to sense the presence of antibiotics [10].
While the problems of information processing in biology and in finance share many analogies, it is also important
to recognize an important difference: in biology, information processing is distributed at the level of each cell,
which may perceive different signals, while in finance, information is processed by an investor who centralizes the
information. The value of information is bounded by information theoretic quantities only in the second case,
or more generally when the same common information is available to all the cells [9]. If information processing
is stochastic at the single cell level, the value of information is effectively higher (Problem 13.3).

Eq. 13.8, assuming ∆t is of the order one. Risk will be important, when the term associated with fluctuations,
which is of the order of σ

√
t will be larger than the term associated with exponential growth, which is tΛ.

This will happen when t � (σ/Λ)2: the risk is relevant at intermediate time scales, long-enough for the
central limit theorem to apply but not too long for deviations from exponential growth to become negligible.

This measure of risk has well known drawbacks in finance : it is symmetrical with respect to losses and
gains, which does not conform to the intuitive notion of risk, and furthermore typical fluctuations are often
non-Gaussian. Nevertheless, the volatility is still an important notion in the study of optimization of portfolios
[11]. In this context, Markowitz introduced plots of the volatility σ as a function of the mean growth rate,
which define the so-called “efficient frontier”. This representation illustrates graphically a fundamental trade-
off that exists between the maximization of the mean return and the minimization of the variance (or risk).
The point of zero volatility is a risk-free strategy, which corresponds to dormant states in biology.

This trade-off is naturally present in Kelly’s model introduced in Box 2. Indeed, Kelly’s strategy is based on
the maximization of the long-term growth rate, but at intermediate times the capital can deviate significantly
from the expected exponential growth as shown in Figure 13.2. Prominent economists, such as Samuelson,
strongly opposed the use of Kelly’s criterion in finance precisely for that reason [12]. In practice, however,
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Figure 13.3: Pareto diagram showing the growth rate W versus the fluctuations measured by the standard
deviation of the growth rate σW (which is the volatility for this model) in the simple case that only two
horses are present. The curve can be obtained by varying a risk aversion parameter α, which enters in the
definition of an objective function (see Problem 13.4 for details). The point of maximum growth rate (red
square) corresponds to Kelly’s strategy and divides a trade-off branch (blue solid line) from a non-trade-off
branch (red solid line) (adapted from [14]).

investors can mitigate this risk by using Kelly’s criterion for only a fraction of the bets [13]. The resulting
strategy has reduced fluctuations, and at the same time, a reduced growth rate. Another consequence of the
trade-off is that the risk near the optimal strategy (Kelly’s strategy) can be reduced significantly provided one
is ready to sacrifice a small amount of growth rate, an important lesson for gamblers and investors. In order
to build systematically improved gambling strategies with a reasonable amount of risk in Kelly’s model, one
can introduce an objective function that is a linear combination of the growth rate with the volatility of Kelly’
model, σW , weighted by a risk aversion parameter α [14]. The method is illustrated in Problem 13.4 for
the two-horse version of Kelly’s model. By optimizing this objective function, one builds the Pareto diagram
shown in Fig. 13.3 when varying the parameter α.

A general inequality characterizes this trade-off mathematically for an arbitrary number of horses. For Kelly’s
gambling model with fair odds defined in the box 13.B, it has the form

σW ≥ W

σq
, (13.10)

where σW is the volatility of Kelly’s model, W the average growth rate (the equivalent of Λ) and σq is
the standard deviation of a distribution, q(x) defined by q(x) = r(x)/p(x). This distribution compares the
probability of races outcomes described by p(x) with the risk-free strategy described by b(x) = r(x), for
which σW = W = 0 [14]. Recently, a similar bound has been derived for other well-known financial models
such as the Black-Scholes and the Heston models [15].

Let us now illustrate the implications of this trade-off for a biological population using a simple bet-hedging
model with only two phenotypes. Individuals in the population can switch from phenotype A to phenotype B

with a transition probability π1, and with probability π2 from B to A, assuming no sensing. The population
grows in an environment that fluctuates between two values 1 and 2. We denote the population vector,
which describes the number of individuals in each phenotype at a given time t by N(t) = (NA(t), NB(t))T ,
where T denotes the transpose. The subpopulation of individuals with phenotype A grows when placed in
the environment i with the growth rate kAi, while the other subpopulation with phenotype B grows with
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rate kBi. The population is assumed to be large, there is no population noise, the dynamics of the system is
deterministic in each separate environment. The population dynamics of the model can be described by the
vector equation :

d

dt
N(t) = MS(t)N(t), (13.11)

with matrices

MS1 =
(

kA1 − π1 π2

π1 kB1 − π2

)
and MS2 =

(
−π1 + kA2 π2

π1 kB2 − π2

)
. (13.12)

The finite time averaged population growth rate is defined as

Λt = 1
t

ln N(t)
N(0) , (13.13)

in terms of the total population N(t) = NA(t) + NB(t), and the long term population growth rate is

Λ = lim
t→∞

Λt. (13.14)

This optimal long term growth rate Λ can be obtained analytically in this model [16], but approximations
are needed to evaluate the fluctuations of the growth rate, which is the equivalent of the volatility σ2 of
Eq. 13.9 [17]. One can then study the trade-off that exists between the average growth of the population
(either measured instantaneously or over a long time) and the fluctuations of the growth rate, using the
same Pareto plot used for Kelly’s model in Figure 13.3. This “efficient frontier” is shown in Fig. 13.4, and as
in the case of Kelly’s model, in the region of fast growth rate, it is advantageous for a population to trade
growth for less risky fluctuations. In this model, σ2 correlates with the probability that the population N(t)
goes below a certain threshold, where the population is considered as extinct. The probability of extinction
is not monotonic along the Pareto front, which explains why in the region of low growth rate, it is more
advantageous to prioritize instead the increase the growth rate to avoid extinction.

In the context of ecology, besides the probability of extinction, a quantity of interest is the chance for a
population to grow from rarity in the presence of other species. In agreement with the above trade-off, it
was found that this chance can not be predicted only from the mean growth rate, and that the mean growth
rate and its variance should be both used for such a prediction [18]. In summary, the similarity of the Pareto
plots (called efficient frontier in finance) obtained in Kelly’s model and in models of biological populations
in fluctuating environments [17], and evidences from various works in ecology, suggest that the trade-off
discussed here is broadly applicable in various fields ranging from biology and ecology to economics.

13.5. Strategies in correlated environments
So far we considered two time scales: the time scale at which phenotypic changes occur and at which
instantaneous growth is defined (t = 1 in our discrete-time model, which may be taken to correspond to one
generation), and the longer time scale t ∼ (σ/Λ)2 beyond which population growth is effectively exponential,
with growth rate Λ. We saw that the choice of an optimization criterion depends fundamentally on the time
horizon relative to these time scales.

Additional time scales are relevant when environmental states are correlated in time, for instance through a
Markov chain P (Et|Et−1). This is for instance the case if conditions of high nutrient or high stress extend
over several generations. As a consequence, strategies u(Rt|St, Rt−1) that depend on past internal states
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Figure 13.4: Pareto diagram showing the population growth rate versus the fluctuations of that growth rate
in a simple model of a biological population evolving in a stochastic environment with no sensing according to
Eq. 13.11 [17]. In this figure, the time scale of environment fluctuations is comparable to that of phenotypic
fluctuations. The inset shows the probability Pext that the population goes below a certain extinction level
versus the risk aversion parameter α which measures the distance along the Pareto plot. Colored bullets
represent different points on the Pareto front (adapted from [17]).

Rt−1 in addition or instead of externally driven signals St may become valuable, since the fact that phenotype
Rt−1 survived in environment Et−1 indirectly carries information on the current environment Et. We may
then recognize that Rt plays two distinct roles: on one hand, it determines survival and growth via f(Rt, Et)
and, on the other, it provides information to determine the next state Rt+1 via u(Rt+1|St+1, Rt). This
corresponds to the fundamental distinction between phenotype and genotype in biology: the genotype γ is
what is transmitted from one generation to the next while the phenotype φ is what determines instantaneous
growth. Formally, Rt = (φt, γt) with f(Rt, Et) = f(φt, Et) and u(Rt|St, Rt−1) = u(Rt|St, γt−1), by
definition of φt and γt. The “central dogma” of molecular biology states that information flows from the
genotype to the phenotype but not reciprocally, which corresponds here to assuming that u(φt, γt|γt−1)
factorizes as d(φt|St, γt−1)h(γt|γt−1), where d(φt|St, γt−1) may be interpreted as a developmental kernel
and h(γt|γt−1) as an inheritance kernel, with no dependence on St (no Lamarckism). The mathematical
framework that we introduced can be used to study to which extent this particular decomposition is indeed
a good “strategy” [19]. The answer generally depends on the nature and amplitude of the environmental
fluctuations.

Similarly, the model can be analyzed to understand the conditions under which it is advantageous to introduce
phenotypic variations that are not transmitted – as in bet-hedging – versus genotypic variations that are
transmitted – as with genetic mutations. Stochasticity may indeed be introduced either in the mapping from
γt−1 to φt or the mapping from γt−1 to γt, or in both of them – a problem with no equivalent in finance.
This is illustrated in Fig. 13.5 with a simple solvable model showing how the optimal strategy depends on
the nature of the fluctuations of the environment. In particular, bet-hedging strategies where stochasticity
is purely phenotypic are found to be optimal for environmental fluctuations of sufficient large amplitude but
low temporal correlations from one generation to the next.

Historically, the notions of genotype and phenotype were introduced much before the molecular mechanisms
that underlie them were uncovered. In general, the genotype, defined as inherited information, should not
be confused with the notion of genetic information: along with DNA, a range of epigenetic states, including
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<latexit sha1_base64="3zdFpSOo0vz2Mkn7OjvhXF/ynAw=">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</latexit>⌧E <latexit sha1_base64="/RlYZeklCdlWaj7RbhNoy2nK704=">AAAEV3icjVNdSxtBFL0xqcZo28Q++rI0FHwKmyLWF0EQxBclQmMCqcjuOjGL+8XsbFoJ/gJf9d2/5T+wv6I992aFpEmqs+zmzLn3npl7JuMmgZ8a234qLBVL75ZXyquVtfX3Hz5WaxtnaZxpT7W9OIh113VSFfiRahvfBKqbaOWEbqA67vUBxztDpVM/jr6bm0Sdh85V5Pd9zzGgTvcuqnW7YcuwZkEzB3XKRyuuFR7pB11STB5lFJKiiAxwQA6leHrUJJsScOc0AqeBfIkruqUKajNkKWQ4YK/xvcKsl7MR5qyZSrWHVQK8GpUWfUFNjDwNzKtZEs9EmdlF2iPR5L3d4NfNtUKwhgZgX6t7yXxrHfdiqE+70oOPnhJhuDsvV8nEFd65NdGVgUICjvEl4hrYk8oXny2pSaV39taR+LNkMstzL8/N6Pd/uwtFYYjVx87w6XB2hOhP8TaUnAh7GYFPJYcR7+gXvoyPkTE+2/Hpall9kUJ/jsKh9DetslhhMEfhSDwLxb0BUCzumTfpRXP0TuQfZcTf4FWN/lxfJrua9qiCO9f894bNgrOvjeZOY/t0u76/m9++Mm3SZ9rCDftG++i6RW057Tu6p4fiU/FPablUHqcuFfKaTzQ1SrW/KADgZA==</latexit>=

<latexit sha1_base64="bqwPlrx4e6VQTidmtMEtOW+99mA=">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</latexit>

�2
E

<latexit sha1_base64="iE6LrMVxP1/lNDvp8uh4j2MEUbM=">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</latexit>

�2
E

<latexit sha1_base64="/RlYZeklCdlWaj7RbhNoy2nK704=">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</latexit>=A

B

C

<latexit sha1_base64="cCT+CRPJndeN8l2QO7pBay3tXEo=">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</latexit> va
ri
an

ce
�
2 E

v
v

v
v

v

v v

v

<latexit sha1_base64="9xJ9lNfpzIEDVVfj/M552ZSF/T0=">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</latexit>�t�1

<latexit sha1_base64="/TyOz8M8fkWcZl0/GbrF9N8uohU=">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</latexit>�t

<latexit sha1_base64="/TyOz8M8fkWcZl0/GbrF9N8uohU=">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</latexit>�t

<latexit sha1_base64="dk1oyPP11s+nMOgfDFhk/hxOAVE=">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</latexit>

f(�t, Et)

<latexit sha1_base64="YZCHGyNLXJBWj3fi3yqeKuW4bAY=">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</latexit>

h(�t|�t�1)

<latexit sha1_base64="3ByDb1zn9zEHrgkaBE4EDMtFnlc=">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</latexit>

d(�t|�t�1)

<latexit sha1_base64="kKGlmurpWqsTkgNQmdCtK4ANCHk=">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</latexit>

Et

<latexit sha1_base64="kKGlmurpWqsTkgNQmdCtK4ANCHk=">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</latexit>

Et

<latexit sha1_base64="j8XZHXWhN0uwo03NJVrchP1Iyyw=">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</latexit>
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Figure 13.5: Example of optimal strategies in correlated environments. (A) We consider here a
model where the environment Et is a continuous variable following a Gaussian process, P (Et|Et−1) =
exp
(
−(Et − aEt−1)2/(2σ2

X)
)
/(2πσ2

X)1/2 with two parameters a and σ2
X that control the overall am-

plitude of the fluctuations σ2
E = σ2

X/(1 − a2) and their time scales τE = −1/ ln a, as illustrated
by the different time series. (B) An individual inherits a genotype γt−1 which determines its pheno-
type φt with probability d(φt|γt−1) = exp

(
−(φt − γt−1)2/(2σ2

D)
)
/(2πσ2

D)1/2 where σ2
D thus represents

phenotypic noise. γt−1 also determines the genotype γt of the progeny with probability h(γt|γt−1) =
exp
(
−(γt − γt−1)2/(2σ2

M )
)
/(2πσ2

M )1/2 where σ2
M thus represents mutational noise. The number ξ of off-

springs is a random variable whose mean f(φt, Et) = k exp
(
−(φt − Et)2/2

)
depends on the phenotype φt

as well as the current state Et of the environment. A population of such individuals grows with a long-term
growth rate Λ that can be computed analytically [19]. (C) Values of σ2

D and σ2
M that optimize Λ define four

phases as a function of the environmental parameters τE and σ2
E . For nearly constant environments, the

optimal strategy is to maintain constant phenotypes (σ2
D = 0) and genotypes (σ2

M = 0) (“no variation”).
For strongly varying but poorly correlated environments, the optimal strategy is to introduce phenotypic
variations (σ2

D > 0) but no genotypic mutations (σ2
M > 0) (“phenotypic switching”). For highly correlated

environments, the optimal strategy is instead to introduce genotypic mutations (σ2
M > 0) while canalizing

the phenopype (σ2
D = 0) (“inherited variations”). A phase also exists where both types of variations are

beneficial (“mixed”). This model thus identifies environmental variations for which bet-hedging (phenotypic
switching) is expected to evolve, namely variations of environmental of sufficient amplitude but with limited
temporal correlations across generations.

metabolic states, are also transmitted from cell to cell which represent genotypic information. In other words,
the physiological state of a cell, which we analyzed in most of this book from the standpoint of a phenotype
determining current growth, may also represent valuable genotypic information for future generations.

13.6. Concluding remarks
We presented optimal strategies that biological populations may exploit for coping with uncertain envi-
ronments and drew analogies with problems of gambling and financial investments. Optimality assumes a
measure of performance which, however, is not readily defined when environments are changing stochasti-
cally. In particular, the time scale over which the problem is considered is critical. This difficulty has led to
multiple debates over the concept of fitness in biology which partly mirror those over the concept of utility
in economics.

While the analogy with finance is instructive, its limitations should also be kept in mind. Most importantly,
the states that individuals of a biological population adopt are not centrally controlled by a gambler or an
investor. This raises a question that is absent in finance but central in evolutionary biology: is a strategy
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that is optimal for the population but detrimental to some of its members – as for instance the persister
cells that “sacrifice” their current growth for the sake of future growth – evolutionary stable? A strategy
that is optimal for a population may indeed never be achieved through evolution as natural selection at
the individual level may favor non-cooperating individuals – an issue known as a “conflict between levels of
selection” which implies that a strategy may be optimal at the population level but not evolutionarily stable.
To address this question, we may extend our model to treat strategies as variables that are themselves subject
to evolution (Problem 13.5). For the model discussed in this chapter, the results show that strategies that
optimize the long-term growth rate are indeed evolutionarily stable (but this is no longer necessarily the case
when considering, for instance, sexually reproducing populations [20]).

The same extension of the model to evolving strategies shows that knowledge of the statistics of the envi-
ronment (pd for our example) is not required a priori but can effectively be learned through an evolutionary
process. This solves a problem that appears also in gambling and finance where the statistics of the environ-
ment must be inferred from past experience. The question has been particularly studied in finance, where
optimal learning strategies known as universal portfolios have been proposed [21]. In the simpler case of
Kelly’s model, the gambler may for instance record previous race results and use them together with Bayesian
inference to predict the probability of the race outcomes [22]. With biological populations, however, learning
must be performed at the individual level. One theoretical proposal that goes beyond random mutations is
for instance that biological populations may use a reinforcement mechanism akin to Hebb’s rule in neural
learning [23].

Finally, we note that the models that we presented rely on a strongly simplifying assumption: the environ-
mental changes occur independently of the population. In fact, the environment is often also changing as the
population grows, for instance through the consumption of nutrients. Even more generally, the environment
may comprise other individuals from the same or other populations with which they may interact. This
ecological dimension is the subject of other chapters.

Recommended readings
Persistence This reference describes the phenomenon of bacterial persistence. Nathalie Q Balaban, Jack
Merrin, Remy Chait, Lukasz Kowalik, and Stanislas Leibler. Bacterial persistence as a phenotypic switch.
Science, 305(5690):16221625, 2004. doi: 10.1126/science.1099390

Information theory for decision making under uncertainty This book is a classic text on the use of
information theory in problems from finance. Thomas M. Cover and Joy A. Thomas. Elements of Information
Theory. John Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, 2005. doi: 10.1002/047174882X

Model for information sensing The Kussel-Leibler model is one of the first to incorporate information
theory into cellular behavior and signaling. Edo Kussell and Stanislas Leibler. Ecology: Phenotypic diversity,
population growth, and information in fluctuating environments. Science, 309(5743):20752078, 2005. ISSN
00368075. doi: 10.1126/science.1114383.

Problems
Problem 13.1 Kelly strategy with partial information In analogy with Kelly’s problem of betting on horse
races, assume that different environments E occur with independent probabilities p(E) at each generation
with a single phenotype R = E permitting growth by a factor f(E). In absence of any information, the
optimal strategy u(E) for long-term growth is proportional betting, u(E) = p(E) (Box 2). Now assume
that an information S is available to each member of the population that relates to E through a transition
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probability q(S|E), i.e., q(S|E) is the probability of perceiving S given E.

1. Show that the long-term growth rate can be written in the form

Λ =
∑

S

p(S)
[∑

E

p(E|S) ln(f(E)u(E|S))
]

(13.15)

where p(S) is the probability to perceive S averaged across all environments and p(E|S) is the probability
that environment is E given that S is perceived. Write p(E|S) as a function of p(E) and q(S|E).

2. Justify that the optimal strategy is u(E|S) = p(E|S).
3. Compare the optimal long-term growth rate in presence of information to the optimal growth rate in

absence of information and show that the difference is given by the mutual information

I(E, S) =
∑
E,S

q(S|E)p(E) ln q(S|E)
p(S) (13.16)

The mutual information I(E, S) therefore quantifies the value of information S in this particular context.
4. Acquiring information is generally costly. If the presence of the information channel q(S|E) reduces the

long-term growth rate by c, what are the conditions on p(E) for the presence of this channel to be
beneficial?

5. The cost c may be expected to depend on the precision of the sensor. Consider for instance a channel that
reveals the correct environment with probability 1 − ε and otherwise does not reveal anything (so-called
erasure channel). Given a cost c(ε) that increases when ε decreases, which value of ε provides an optimal
trade-off between the value and the cost of information?

Problem 13.2 Value of information beyond Kelly’s model Consider the model of bacterial persistence
introduced in the main text where cells can adopt two phenotypes, one growing irrespectively of the environ-
ment and the other growing only in absence of antibiotics.

1. Express the long-term growth rate Λ in presence of an information S modeled by an information channel
q(S|E).

2. What is the optimal strategy given S?
3. Show by comparing to a situation with no information that the value of information can be strictly lower

than I(S, E).

Problem 13.3 Stochastic sensing at the level of individual cells In the two previous problems, the
information S is assumed to be common to each member of the population. Here we assume instead that
each individual has its own sensor q(S|E) so that S may differ from one individual to the next.

1. Justify that in this case the long-term growth rate takes the form

Λ =
∑

E

p(E) ln

∑
R,S

f(R, E)u(R|S)q(S|E))

 (13.17)

2. Use the concavity of the logarithm (Jensen’s inequality) to justify that the same information channel
q(S|E) has more value at the individual level than at the population level.

Problem 13.4 Pareto front for Kelly’s model Let us consider Kelly’s model with fair odds for two horses.
Let the probability that the first horse wins be p, the bet and the odd on the first horse be b and 1/r.
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1. Write the expression of the mean growth rate 〈W 〉, and of the volatility σW for this problem. Show that
there is a risk free strategy when b = r.
One introduces the objective function

J = α〈W 〉 − (1 − α)σW . (13.18)

2. From the optimization of J show that the optimal strategy has the two branches shown in Fig. 13.3. Show
that the optimal bets on these two branches are of the form b± = p ± γσ, where γ = (1 − α)/α and
σ =

√
p(1 − p).

3. Show that the slope of the Pareto border has the form

dσW

d〈W 〉
= σ

p − b
. (13.19)

What happens to this slope near Kelly’s point and near the risk free strategy ?

Problem 13.5 Evolution of an optimal strategy Here we consider evolving the strategy itself.

1. Implement numerically the model of bacterial persistence introduced in the main text for a large but finite
population. To this end, consider N individuals (e.g., N = 1000), each with an attribute R. For each
individual, draw a random number ξ of descendants, with mean f(R, Et) where Et drawn from P (E) is
common to all individuals. Assign a R to each of these descendants with probability u(R). If the total
number of descendants Nt is non-zero, record the ratio Nt/N and re-sample at random the population
to bring back its size to N . Show that provided that N is large enough and Nt does not reach 0 then
(
∑

t ln(Nt/N))/t provides a good approximation to the growth rate Λ in the limit of large t.
2. Extend the model to make udu(R = dormant) an attribute of each individual. Assume that ud is

transmitted from one parent to one of its offspring as ud = min(1, max(0, ud + µ)) where µ is normally
distributed with variance σ2

M . Show that provided that σ2
M is small enough, the distribution of ud evolves

to be centered around the optimal ud.
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